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An explicit solution is given to the Cauchy problem for the source-free Maxwell’s 
equations in a vacuum on a space-time of the form IR’ x M,, where M, is a 3- 
manifold of constant curvature. This solution satisties Huyghens’ Principle, that all 
electromagnetic radiation propagates at exactly the speed of light. The solution is 
obtained by harmonic analysis on M,, and in the process a generating class of 
plane wave solutions is found. These solutions approximate the flat-space plane 
wave solutions in a neighbourhood of a point, but their global properties are 
somewhat different. The solutions obtained are easily transplanted to the 
Robertson-Walker models of General Relativity by re-scaling the time variable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Maxwell’s equations for electromagnetic radiation in the absence of matter 
and sources can be written succinctly in the language of differential geometry 
(see [7] or [16)) 
dF=O, 6F=O, (1.1) 
where F is a 2-form on a 4-manifold M4 (space-time) with a Lorentzian 
metric. This system of first order partial differential equations is hyperbolic, 
so the Cauchy problem is well-posed: given any space-like hypersurface M, 
there is locally a unique solution to (1.1) with F specified on M3, subject o 
necessary compatibility conditions. Furthermore, in a neighborhood R of 
M,, the solution at a given point P depends only on the data at points Q of 
A4, which can be joined to P by time-like or light-like geodesics in R. There 
are global analogues of these statements if suitable global hypotheses on M4 
are fulfilled. 
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We will consider the special case of space-times M, of the form IR ’ X M,, 
where M, is a 3-manifold with positive definite Riemannian metric g and 
dt2 - gii(x) dx’ dx’ is the Lorentzian metric on M,, where t E [R ’ and x = 
(x’, x2, x3) E M, in local coordinates. Then we can rewrite Maxwell’s 
equations in terms of the electric and magnetic fields E and H. For fixed t, 
E(x, t) and H(x, t) are l-forms on M, (they are related to the 2-form F on 
M, by the identity F = E A dt + *H). Maxwell’s equations then read 
-g+ *dH=O, *d*E = 0. 
F+ *dE=O, *d”H = 0, 
(l-2) 
where the operations * and d now refer to the 3-manifold M,. The Cauchy 
problem is to solve (1.2) with data 
E(x, 0) = E,(x), H(x, 0) = H,(x), (1.3) 
where E, and H, satisfy the necessary compatibility conditions 
*d*E, = 0, *d*H, = 0. (1.4) 
It is known that this problem has locally a unique solution with E(x, t) and 
H(x, t) depending only on E,(z) and H,(z) in the ball d(x, z) < t, where 
d(x, z) denotes the geodesic distance in M, which is locally well-defined (for 
simplicity we will always take t > 0, although with trivial modifications we 
can extend the solution backwards in time as well). Huyghens’ Principle 
would say that the solution depends only on E,(z) and H,(z) and their 
derivatives on the sphere d(x, z) = t, or equivalently, if E,(z) and H,(z) 
vanish in a neighborhood of the sphere then E and H vanish at (x, t). 
We will obtain the explicit global solution of (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) in the case 
where M, is a connected, simply-connected manifold of constant (sectional) 
curvature. This gives a local solution for any manifold of constant curvature. 
These solutions are easily transplanted to the Robertson-Walker models of 
General Relativity by a resealing of the time variable. 
For simplicity we will take the curvature to be +l by choosing 
appropriate coordinates (we will also set the speed of light equal to 1). The 
case of zero curvature is just the flat space-time of classical physics where 
the solution is well-known. Our results will in fact closely resemble the flat 
space-time case. The space of constant curvature +l will just be the 3- 
sphere, while the space of constant curvature -1 will be one sheet of a two- 
sheeted hyperboloid (see [lo]). In all three cases the solution can be written 
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E(x, I) = P, *d&(x) + $ P,Eo(x)9 
H(x, t) = -P, *dE,(x> + p P&(x), 
where for zero curvature 
PfE,(X) = & _(’ E,(z) ds, 3 
d(x.z)=r 
for curvature -I 
(1.5) 
(1.6a) 
‘,‘dx> = 4X sfnh t I’ 5(x, z) n,,??,,(z) dS, 
-d(x,z)=f 
cash t 
+ I 47r sinh t . &x,2)= t r(x, z) q&(z) ds,, (1.6b) 
while for curvature + 1 expression (1.6b) must be modified by replacing 
sinh t and cash t by sin t and cos f, respectively. Here dS, in the natural 
surface element on the sphere d(x, z) = t in M,, I??,, is the contravariant 
vector-field equivalent to the covariant l-form E, (& is E, with raised 
indices), t(x, z) is the operator of parallel transport along the geodesic 
joining x and z of tangent vectors at z to tangent vectors at x, and rrr and rr, 
denote the tangential and normal components with respect to the sphere 
d(x, z) = t. 
The method we use to establish the solution is harmonic analysis, since in 
both cases M, has a large isometry group G. For the sphere it is the 
orthogonal group G(4), while for the hyperboloid it is the orthochronous 
subgroup of the Lorentz group 0(3, 1). The harmonic analysis of these 
groups allows us to rather easily write down a generating class of special 
solutions to (1.2) which we call plane wave solutions because in a 
neighborhood of a point they approximate the flat-space plane wave 
solutions 
E = (cos p(t - x . u))u, 
If = (cos p(t - x - u))w, 
where p > 0 is the frequency, U, U, w are orthonormal vectors in R3, 
u x u = W, and u is the direction of propagation while v and w are the 
directions of polarization of the electric and magnetic fields, respectively. 
These are somewhat idealized solutions (in the negative curvature case they 
do not have finite energy), but nevertheless they may have some independent 
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interest, so we will discuss them in some detail. There are some features of 
the plane wave solutions for curved M, that do not occur in the flat case. In 
the case of negative curvature there are two distinct families of plane wave 
solutions, and each suffices to generate all solutions. Since there appears to 
be no reason to prefer one or the other we refer to the arbitrary choice of one 
or the other as a bias. In the case of positive curvature the family of plane 
wave solutions depends on the choice of an origin, and the approximate 
plane wave nature of the solution obtains only near the origin. 
The passage from the plane wave solutions to the solution of the Cauchy 
problem (1.5) results from the observation that in an appropriate coordinate 
system the individual components of the contravariant ensors i? and A of 
the plane wave solutions satisfy the modified scalar wave equation 
a- -=-6df - j-, 
at= 
where -6d is the Laplace Beltrami operator (or the negative of the de Rham 
Laplacian on functions). Now it is known that (1.7) can be solved explicitly 
and that Huyghens’ Principle is valid. This is done in Lax and Phillips ([ 111 
for positive curvature, [ 121 for negative curvature) and Helgason [6]. We 
will give an independent derivation which involves harmonic analysis on M, . 
There is an alternate approach to obtaining the solution (1.5) and (1.6) 
to the Cauchy problem for Maxwell’s equations that is outlined in Orsted 
[ 171. It is based on the observation that the space-times we are considering 
are locally conformally equivalent to flat Minkowski space-time. Since 
Maxwell’s equations are conformally invariant, the solutions in flat space- 
time can be transplanted. (An analogous situation involves the derivation of 
the Poisson integral formula in the unit disc: one can either expand in 
Fourier series or transplant the mean-value property of harmonic functions 
via the conformal self-mappings of the disc.) 
In Section 2 we deal with the case of constant negative curvature in detail. 
In Section 3 we deal more briefly with the case of constant positive 
curvature, since many of the arguments are similar. Section 4 is devoted to 
the inhomogeneous equations and higher dimensional generalizations. We 
are indebted to Professor Saul Teukolsky for bringing to our attention many 
of the references. Related problems are discussed in 12, 4, 14, 15, 18, 23 1. 
2. SPACES OF CONSTANT NEGATIVE CURVATURE 
We shall work primarily in what we will call the “4-space picture.” We let 
[x, y] = -xly’ - x=y2 - x3y3 + x4y4 
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denote the standard Minkowski-Lorentz quadratic form on lR4, and we 
regard M, as embedded in R4 as the upper sheet of the two-sheeted hyper- 
boloid (see [lo]) 
M,=(x~iR~:[x,x]=l andx4>0}. 
In this picture the tangent bundle TM, is regarded as a subset of R4 x R4 
TM,={(x,y)ER4xlR4:xEM,and[x,y]=0}, 
where the tangent space at the point x consists of those vectors y which are 
tangent to M, as embedded in R4 at the point x. The metric on M, is then 
just the restriction of -[ , ] to the tangent space at x. 
A l-form on M, is a function from M, to the linear functionals on the 
tangent space at x. In the 4-space picture we will write a l-form as E(x, y), a 
scalar-valued function on TM, which is linear in the y-variable for fixed x. 
Usually E(x, y) will be defined for all (x, y) E M, x F?’ and linear in y, but 
it is only its restriction to TM, that is significant. Since every linear 
functional on y can be written [z, y] for some z E lR4 (or C4 if the scalar 
field is complex), we can also write 
w, Y) = r&4, Yl, 
where E(x) may be uniquely determined by requiring 
[x, B(x)] = 0. 
In other words E(x) lies in the tangent space at x. l? is thus the contravariant 
l-tensor field associated with the covariant l-tensor field E. 
The advantage of the 4-space picture is that it reveals the action of the 
isometry group in a simple form. Let O(3, 1) denote the full homogeneous 
Lorentz group of all linear transformations on R4 that preserve the form 
[x, y]. Let G denote the orthochronous ubgroup of all elements of 0(3, 1) 
that map M, onto M,. G consists of two components, the identity 
component SO,(3, 1) of proper (det = 1) orthochronous Lorentz transfor- 
mations, and a component of improper (det = -1) transformations generated 
by 
(-1 -l -1 1). 
Since the metric on M, is defined in terms of the quadratic form [x, y] it is 
obvious that G is a group of isometries of M,. 
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The action of G on M, leads to unitary representations of G on the 
square-integrable functions and l-forms on M,. Let X0 denote the Hilbert 
space of complex-valued functions (O-forms) on M, such that the norm 
l\fll’ = I,+,,7 A *f is finite, and let & denote the Hilbert space of complex- 
valued l-forms on 44, such that the norm lIE/I’ = j”,, E A *E is finite. Then 
7’,(L) f(x) = f(L -‘g) and T’(L) E(x, y) = E(L -‘x, L - ‘y) for L E G define 
unitary representations of G on n%“, and &, respectively. Note that in terms 
of the contravariant ensors I? we can write 
T,(L) E(x) = L&L - ‘x). 
Let us pick x0 = (0, 0, 0, 1) as an arbitrary origin for M, . Let K denote 
the subgroup of G that fixes the origin; in an obvious way K may be iden- 
tified with the 3-dimensional orthogonal group O(3). Then T, and T, are 
induced representations from K to G, r, from the trivial representation of K 
and T’ from the standard 3-dimensional representation of O(3). For r,, this 
is well-known; we indicate briefly the argument for T,. 
Let V denote the tangent space to M, at x0, so V is defined by the 
condition y, = 0. Then R, y = k-‘y for k E K and y E V is the standard 
representation of K. For each E E 8 we associate the function f: G + V’ by 
f(L) = L -‘I?(Lx,). Note that f(L) is in fact in V since 
[L - ‘&Lx,), x0] = [&Lx,), LX”] = 0. 
Also f(Lk) = k- ‘L - %(Lkx,) = R,f(L) and the square-integrability of E 
implies that off, so the mapping E -+ f takes & to the space on which the 
induced representation from R, acts. Furthermore the mapping intertwines 
the two representations, because the induced representation is U(L,) f(L) = 
f(L;‘L) and we have 
f(L,‘L) = L-‘L,QL;‘Lx,) 
= L -‘(T,(L,)EI)(Lx,). 
Finally E-t f is an isometry and is inverted by I?(x) = Lf (L) where L is any 
element of G such that x = Lx,, . 
Next we discuss the harmonic analysis of the representations T,, and T,. 
Each of these is a direct integral of principle series representations of G. The 
principle series is obtained as induced representations from the subgroup 
MAN, where A is the group of proper Lorentz transformations in the x3 - X, 
plane, M is the orthogonal group O(2) acting in the xl -x2 plane, and MN 
is the isotropy subgroup of the point (O,O, 1, 1). The principle series U,,, is 
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parametrized by a real parameter p which determines a unitary character 
x,(q) = eipr of A, where 
and a finite-dimensional irreducible unitary representation r of M. It follows 
from the Plancherel formula for G, and the Frobenius reciprocity theorem 
for K and M, that the representations U,,, that appear in the direct integral 
decomposition of the representation induced from a representation R of K 
are exactly those for which t appears in the restriction of R to M, with equal 
multiplicities. In the cases at hand, in r, the representation R is trivial so t 
must be trivial, and in T, the representation R is the standard representation 
of K = O(3), which upon restriction to M = O(2) breaks up into the direct 
sum of the trivial representation and the standard representation with 
multiplicities one. Now it happens that we can write down explicitly the 
realizations of the principle series representations U,,, in T, and T,. This is 
well-known for T, (see [ 3,21 I), in which case 
f(x) = Js2 I-5 <I-’ +ip P(U) k (2.1) 
where <= (u, l), u E R3 varies over the unit vectors, and 9 E Lz(Sz), 
realizes U,,, for r trivial in T,. We can also obtain realizations of the same 
representations in T, by taking E = df, where f is in (2.1) and d is exterior 
differentation, which commutes with the action of G hence intertwines the 
representations. Note that if the l-form E satisfies 6E = 0 then E will be 
orthogonal to all forms df, hence will lie in the part of 5 spanned by the 
representations U,,, , where t is the standard representation of O(2). Finally 
these representations can be realized as 
E(x, Y) = .I:2 1x7 4 - 2+ipG ~I[Y, 9G31 - Ix, 9(t)l[v, (1) du, (2.2) 
where 6 = (u, 1) and u E S* as before, and 9(4 = (u(u), 0), where v(u) E R3 
is orthogonal to u and u E L2(S2) (’ m other words u is a square-integrable 
section of the tapgent bundle of S’). 
To see that (2.2) realizes U,,, for r the standard representation of O(2) 
we recall the “compact picture” description of U,,, . Let V denote x, - x2 
plane in R4 complexified. The Hilbert space on which Up,, acts is the space 
of square-integrable functions F from K to V which satisfy F(km) = m-IF(k). 
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Such functions can be uniquely extended to G so as to satisfy F(Lma,n) = 
,-t(-l+ip),-I F(L) by setting F(L) = e- ‘(-‘fip)F(k) if L = ka,n. The factor 
e’ is the square-root of the modular function of the group MAN and is 
needed to make the representation unitary. The representation UPIT is given 
by UpqT(L,) F(L) = F(L;‘L) for the extended function F, or U,.,(L,) F(k) = 
e-s(-‘+ip)F(k,), where L;‘k= k,qn,, for the restriction of F to K. 
We define an intertwining operator between the functions E of the form 
(2.2), which are in one-to-one correspondence with the functions o(r) = 
(V(U), 0), and the functions F(k) on which U,,, operates by F(k) = k-‘cp(k<,), 
where C& = (z+,, 1) and u0 = (O,O, 1). The fact that u(ku,) is orthogonal to 
ku, implies that F(k) takes values in V, and F(km) = m-IF(k) because 
mu, = ug. Note that U,,,,(L,)J’(k) = k-‘rp,(ku,), where q,(ku,) = 
e-“‘-‘+iP’kk;‘rp(k,u,) and L;‘k=k,a,n,. Thus to verify the intertwining 
nature of the correspondence E -+ F we must show that E(L ; lx, L ; ‘y) is of 
the form (2.2) with v, replaced by cp,. 
Now we can transfer the integration in (2.2) to K by noting that every 
u E S* can be written ku, (not uniquely, of course) and the two elements of 
integration du and dk agree when suitably normalized, so 
Ek v) = j, [x, k&,1 - 2+i”,txX k&l[x rp(kGJl - k rpW,)l[~, G,l)dk 
and hence 
E(L;‘x,L;‘Y)= (_ [x,L,k~~]-2+iP([x,L,k~olI~,L,~P(k~o)l -K 
- [XL,cp(kro)l[y,L,kr,l)dk. 
Now we make a change of variable in the integral, replacing k by k,. It is 
known that this leaves invariant the Haar measure on K. Note that L, k, = 
kn;‘a-,, and n ; ‘u-~ C& = e-‘<,, so after the change of variable 
- [x,L,(P(k,5b)l[y,kr,l)dk. 
This is almost what we want, except that we have L, cp(k, to) instead of 
W’dk, to). 
But now observe that the expression we have derived for E(L ;‘x, L ; ‘y) 
will be unchanged if we add to L,cp(k, co) any multiple of kc&, because of 
cancellation in the terms in parentheses. Now L, 46 t-o) = 
kn; la-,k;‘rp(k, &,), and k;‘rp(k, &) = b = (b, , b,, 0,O) because u(k, &,) is 
orthogonal to k, &,. But a-, b = b and n;‘b = b + A& for some constant A. 
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Thus L, q$k, t,,) = kk;‘q(k, to) + Ak&, which shows E(L ;‘x, L ;‘y) is of the 
form (2.2) with v, replaced by o, . 
Next we observe that for each fixed y, the function E(x, y) defined by 
(2.2) is in fact of the form (2.1). The reason for this is that if we allow x to 
vary in IR4 then E(x, y) is homogeneous of degree -1 + ip and satisfies the 
d’Alembertian equation [a/ax, a/ax] E(x, y) = 0 since [<, <] = [c& ~1 = 0. But 
these two properties characterize the functions of the form (2.1) (see [21]). 
This observation will be crucial in deducing Huyghens’ principle. 
Now we turn to the differential geometry side of the problem. Our goal is 
to compute explicitly *dE and *d*E for E of the form (2.2). While it is 
plausible that these computations might be carried out quite efficiently in the 
4-space picture, we have not been able to do so, and therefore we will have 
to deal in the specific local coordinate system (x1,x2,x3), the first three 
coordinates of x E iR4, which we will call the “3-space picture.” Unfor- 
tunately this makes some of the computations a bit long-winded. 
We recall some basic definitions from differential geometry in the setting 
of an arbitrary 3-manifold with local coordinates x’, x2, x3 and positive- 
definite Riemannian metric C C gj,(x) dx’ dxk. Let E = E,(x) dx’ + 
E,(x) dx’ + E3(x) dx3 be a l-form. Then Ej(x) = C gj”(x)E,(x) are the 
components of the associated contravariant l-tensor, where g’“(x) is the 
inverse matrix of gjk(x). Also 
and 
*E = j/iii&f(E’ dx2 A dx3 + E2 dx3 A dx’ + E3 dx’ A dx’) 
d*E= $(&E~)+&&E’) 
i 
+$(&E3) dx’ Adx2 Adx’. 
Thus the condition *d *E = 0 is equivalent o 
div(m g-‘E) = 0. (2.3) 
Next we compute dE=F=FZ3dx2Adx3+F3,dx3 Adx’ f 
F,, dx’ A dx2, where Fjk = i?Ek/axj - i?Ej/axk and 
*F = &i$F23 dx’ + F3’ dx2 + F’= dx3), 
where Fjk = xi C,,, giigkmFim. We can simplify this considerably: note that 
(*F)’ = &(g”FZ3 + g12F3’ + g13F’*) 
= \/detgx x (g”g2’g3”’ + g2’g3ig’m + g3’g”gzm) Fi,. 
i m 
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Now because of the skew-symmetry of Fi, the sum of the terms in 
parentheses i exactly det g-l for the pair F,, , F,, , and is zero for the pairs 
F12, F2, and F3,, F,,. Thus (*F)’ = (det g)-“* F2,, and similarly (*F)’ = 
(det g)-‘I* F,, and (*F)3 = (det g))“* F,,. Returning to the covariant l- 
form *F we obtain 
*dE = (det g)-I” g curl E. (2.4) 
Now for the particular manifold M, and local coordinate system we have 
gjk(X) = dj” - xjx”/( 1 + 1 x12), and det g(x) = (1 + IxI*))‘.’ We wish to verify 
*d *E = 0 and compute *dE for E given by (2.2). Since all operations 
commute with the integration in (2.2) it will suffice to handle 
where < = (a, l), CJJ = (0, 0) and u and Y are orthogonal unit vectors in iR3 
(the requirement hat u be a unit vector is not essential, but it can be 
obtained by factoring out a constant). Observe then that 
&) = [x,~]-‘+‘“([~,~]v)- [x,v)lO (2.5’) 
since E(x, y) = [l?(x), y] and [,??(x),x] = 0. The components of the 
contravariant ensor (E’, E2, E3) in local coordinates are then the first three 
components of E”(x) when x = (x’, x2, x3, dm). Thus we obtain 
E’(x)= (dm-x. u)-~+~~((~~-x e u)q+x~ uq) 
and finally the covariant form 
E(x)=(dm-x.u)-‘+” x’” 
dWX 
+ (x * u)u - (x * u)u 
) 
. 
In order to simplify the notation let us introduce the abbreviations 
f(x) = (d-i-q?px. u)-*+‘p (2-6) 
G,.(x) = dmu - 
c 
x . ’ 
v--m 
x + (x . u)u - (x . u)u 
) 
(2.7) 
I Also d”(x) = S; - x’,?. 
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and w = u x U. Note that w is also a unit vector orthogonal to u, and u, U, w 
form a positively oriented orthonormal basis for R3. Furthermore we observe 
that (x . v)u - (x . u)u = x x w. 
To summarize, then, we have found that E = fG,, is the 3-space picture of 
the l-form given in the 4-space picture by (2.5). 
LEMMA 2.1. For f and G, given above we have 
(a) *d *(flu) = 0, 
(b) *dW,) = -ipfG, 5 
Cc> *d*dW,) =P*(.R). 
ProoJ This is an elementary, although long, computation. Before 
beginning we note that (a) and (c) could be predicted from the harmonic 
analysis. In our proof part (c) will be an immediate consequence of (b), since 
u x w = -v and G-, =-G,. 
To prove (a) in view of (2.3) we must show div(m g-'(fG,.)) = 0, 
which amounts to showing 
div f v + (x *v)u - (x *u>v c t v-m )) = 0. 
But 
div 
t t 
f v + (x * v>u - (x * UN 
6-m )I 
=fdiv 
( 
v+ (x*v)u-(x*u)v +vf. v+ (x*vb-(x*u)v . 
d--m 
1 ( 
6-m 
1 
A direct computation shows the first term is zero. For the second term we 
compute 
Vf = (-2 + ip)(dm-x. u)-~+~~. 
( &-&-” 1 
and then observe 
i &q-U - ) ( v+ 
(x * v)u - 6 * UN 
d-4T 1 
= o. 
To prove (b) we use the identity curl(jG,) = f curl G, + Vf X G,,. Now 
by (2.4) we have 
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*kd(fG”) = ~iT-jqurl(fG,) - x . curl(fC,,) 
= f (d-curl G, - d& x 1 curl GL,) 
dmVfx G,.- x . (Vf x G,.) (2.8) 
But curl G, = ((2x x u)/dm’) - 2~ so 
dmcurl G, - d& x . curl G,. 
=2xxv-2di7++2 x*w x=-2G, 
d=EF 
which shows that the first term in (2.8) is -2fG,,. Next we compute 
( Ji& 
-u x dWv- 
) ( 
x*” 
d-G?- 
x + (x * v)u - (x * u)u 
1 
=xxu+ d&xxu- d&xxu 
-Ji-qpw+ x*v 
&-GF 
u x x + (x * u)w 
=&Jm- x. u)(xx u-VQ-qqw) 
hence 
Vfx G,= ;-$$ f (x x u - &Tj-spv>. 
Thus 
6-i?Vf x G,- d&x. (Vf x G,.) 
=(-2+ip)f (xxv-diqpw+ g$x) 
= (2 - ip)fG,. 
Substituting this in (2.8) proves (b). Q.E.D. 
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It is now straightforward to solve the source-free Maxwell’s equations 
-T+ *dH=o, *d*H=O, 
z+ *dE=O, *d*H=O. 
We observe that E (and also H) must satisfy the wave equation for l-forms 
a2E 
atz+AE=O, (2.10) 
where A = 6d + d6 = *d *d - d*d* is de Rham’s Laplacian for l-forms 
(note that in a flat space this is the negative of the ordinary Laplacian). 
Since this is hyperbolic every solution to (2.10) is determined by the Cauchy 
data E(x, 0) and (a/at) E(x, 0). The condition *d *E = 0 implies that the 
Cauchy data satisfy the same condition, and conversely if *d *E(x, 0) = 0 
and *d *(a/at) E(x, 0) = 0 then the solution to (2.10) will satisfy *d *E = 0. 
Also note that (2.9) implies (a/at) E(x, 0) = H(x, 0). We see then that the 
system (2.9) has at most one solution with initial conditions 
E(x, 0) = Et,, H(x, 0) = H, (2.11) 
and E, and Ho must satisfy *d *E, = 0 and *d *Ho = 0. 
If we assume that E, and H, are square-integrable we can solve (2.9) and 
(2.11) by harmonic analysis. In view of our earlier discussion it suffices to 
solve the equations when E, and H, have the special form fG,,, and the 
general solution will be an integrable superposition of these special solutions. 
But Lemma 2.1 allows us to write down by inspection the special solutions 
E = eirpfG,, 
H = eitp’,,, 
and 
E = emitPfG,,, 
f$ = - e-itpfGwx 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
and the sum and difference correspond to the initial data E, = 2fG,,, H, = 0 
and E, = 0, Ho = 2fG,,. There is some redundancy in these solutions if we 
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allow p to vary over the whole real line, because of the equivalence of the 
expressions (2.2) for p and -p (the function u(u) must of course be 
somewhat different to obtain the identical function E). We could eliminate 
this redundancy by restricting 0 <p < co, but a slightly more elegant 
formulation can be obtained by observing that the solution (2.13) for p is 
equal to an integral average of solutions of the form (2.12) for --p. (To see 
this observe that *dE = -ipH in (2.12) and *dE = ipH in (2.13) so if one 
takes an integral average of E = eitp[x, <] P2fip G,. to obtain 
eitp[x, <] -2-ip G, th en the same integral average of H = eifP[x, l] -2+ip G,,. 
will equal -eifp [x, <] -2-ip G,,.) Thus we can obtain a set of special solutions 
without redundancy by taking either (2.12) or (2.13) with p allowed to vary 
--co<p<oo. 
There does not appear to be any compelling reason to prefer (2.12) or 
(2.13), so we shall refer to the arbitrary choice of one or the other as a bias. 
Given a bias, the passage from p to -p results in taking the complex 
conjugate, so we can obtain special real-valued solutions by taking real and 
imaginary parts. In the first bias (2.12) we obtain 
-* cosp(t + log(dW- x. u)) (2.14) 
for the real part and the same expression with sin replacing cos for the 
imaginary part, and now we may restrict p to be positive, 0 <p < co. In the 
second bias description (2.13) it is convenient to replace u by --u to get 
E 
H 1 
= (&Tjq+ x f u)-’ cosp(t - log(dW+ x . U)) 
1 
2, ) (2.15) 
II’ 
where 
G,, = &qip - j+$ - (0 * v>u - (x .u>v> 
and w = u x U. Of course the sin and cos forms can be combined by 
introducing a phase factor. We summarize the discussion in a definition: 
DEFINITION 2.2. Given a frequency p > 0, a direction of propagation 
UE R3, II4 = 1, a direction of polarization for the electric field v E R3, 
1 v I= 1 and u . v = 0, a phase t, E R, and an amplitude A > 0, the Jrst-bias 
plane wave with these data is denoted AE( 1, p, U, v, t,), AH( 1, p, U, v, t,) and 
given in the 3-space picture by 
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E(l,p, U, u, to) = <dW-x * u)-’ 
Xcosp(t+t,+log(~+~x~*-x.u)) 
x ( dmTy&XtxXw 3 (216) 1 . 
H(l,P,U,U,t,)=(~~-x.u)-2 
where the direction of polarization of the magnetic field w is given by w = 
u x v. The second-bias plane wave with these data is denoted 
AE(2,p, U, o, to), AH(2,p, U, v, to) and given in the 3-space picture by 
E(2, p, u, u, to) = (dm + x * u) -* 
x cos p(t + t, - log(dV + x . U)) 
x ( mu- &-+..w ’ (217) i 
H(2,p, u, u, to)= (d-+x * u)-’ 
x cos p(t + t, - log(dW+ x * u)) 
x 
( 
VGmw- d~X+xxv. 
) 
In the 4-space picture the equations for the first-bias (2.16) are replaced by 
E(x, y) = cos p(t + t, + log[x, <I> (pJ - ‘-,~~;; a ) 3 
(2.16’) 
where r = (u, 1), (o = (v, 0), w = (w, 0), while for the second-bias one has 
E(x, y) = cos p(t + t, -lo&% Cl> (++- ‘x9,;y;:“) 
[XT WILY, Cl 
(2.17’) 
H(x,y)=cosp(t+t,-log[&r’l) 
[x, e1’ ’ 
where <’ = (-u, 1). 
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We note the obvious ambiguity in the phase to, which can be changed by 
an integral multiple of 24~ without changing the solution. Similarly the 
polarization u can be changed to -u (and w to -w) and the phase corrected 
by adding rr/p and the solution is unchanged. Aside from these ambiguities 
there are no other relationships among the plane waves of a single bias. 
The plane wave solutions are not square-integrable, but they generate all 
square-integrable (finite energy) solutions as the following theorem makes 
precise. 
THEOREM 2.3. The general real-valued solution of the system (2.9) with 
energy 4 I,+,, (E A *E + H A *H)jXtefor each t can be written 
E = 1. (OC1 A(P, u) E(l,p, u, V(P, u), to(P, u)> 40) du, 
-9-o 
(2.18) 
where v(p, u) is a measurable I?‘-valued function with It.@, u)l = 1, 
u . u(p, u) = 0, A(p, u) is a non-negative measurable function with 
I‘ (a. A(P, 4’ 44~) du 
-9-o 
Jnite (and in fact equal to the energy), and dp(p) is the Plancherel measure 
for the sen’es U,,, of representations of G, which is given explicitly by 
40) = 4~ + 1). (2.19) 
Furthermore the representation (2.18) is unique except for the ambiguities in 
to and the sign of v noted above. The identical statements are valid for 
second-bias plane waves in place of first-bias ones. 
The theorem has essentially been established by the previous discussion 
(see [8] for the explicit determination of the Plancherel measure). Before 
deriving an alternative expression for the general solution in terms of the 
initial data (2.11) we will digress to discuss the significance of the plane 
wave solutions. 
We should point out immediately that these plane wave solutions are not 
constant on two-dimensional surfaces. The justification for the terminology is 
that for values of x close to the origin the solution approximates the flat- 
space plane wave. Indeed for x near 0, dm-- x . u zz 1 and 
dmv - ((x e v)/~-)x +x x w E v with error O(x). Also 
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log(~-i-qFy- x * u) 0 - x . u with error 0(x*), so (2.16) is approximated 
by 
E z (cos p(t + t, -x . u))v, 
H tz (cos p(t + t, - x . u))w 
if we retain terms PO(X) but discard O(x) and pO(x*) terms. The identical 
approximations hold for the second-bias plane waves. 
If we examine the plane wave solution in a neighborhood of a different 
point x we expect to see a similar pattern since the space M, is 
homogeneous. This analysis is best carried out in the 4-space picture. Let z 
be a fixed point in M, E R4, and let L E G be a Lorentz transformation that 
takes the origin (0, 0, 0, 1) to z. Then we can define a new local coordinate 
system with z corresponding to the origin by assigning to the coordinates 
(x’, x2, x3) the point L-‘(xl, x2, x3, dm). If E, H is a plane wave then 
its representation in the new coordinate system is the same as the represen- 
tation of E(L -lx, L -‘y), H(L -‘x, L ‘v) in the old 3-space picture. Thus we 
need to show that if the plane wave E, H has data p, U, v, t,, A then 
E(L-‘x, L-‘y), H(L-‘x, L-‘y) is a plane wave with data p, u’, u’, th, A’, 
and we need to determine the new data in terms of the old data and L. 
Now if r = (u, 1) then [L<, Lt] = 0 so L< = A(u’, 1) for U’ a unit vector 
(in fact I > 0 because L is orthochronous). If (D = (v, 0) we can write Lq = 
b(u’, 1) + (v’, 0) for some b E R. Then from [Lrp, L<] =0 we find 
U’ . U’ = 0, and from [Lcp, Lrp] = -1 we find / ~‘1 = 1. From (2.16’) we 
compute 
E(L-‘x, L-‘y) = cc@ + t,, + log[.&Lt] 
[Y,Lrpl lX9LPl[Y,L4 
,x, Lrl - lx, a1 * 
and similarly for H, and from the above this is a first-bias plane wave with 
data p, u’, u’, t, + log A, I-IA. For second-bias plane waves the situation is 
similar, except we now put L(-u, 1) =A(-u’, 1) and Lrp =6(-u’, 1) + 
(v’, 0). 
In order to compare the directions u’ and v’ with u and u we need to be 
able to compare tangents at the origin and the point z. As is well-known 
there is no consistent method for comparing tangents at all points on a 
manifold with non-zero curvature. However, the method of parallel 
displacement allows such comparison along any curve. Since on M, there is 
a unique geodesic joining any two points, it seems most natural to compare 
tangents at two points by parallel displacement along that geodesic. For the 
coordinate systems we have been considering there is a unique choice of L 
mapping the origin (0, 0, 0, 1) to z such that law of parallel displacement is 
the identity; in fact L is the pure Lorentz transformation in the plane deter- 
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mined by (zi , z2, z3, 0) and (0, 0, 0, 1). For this choice of L the deviation of 
u’ from u and u’ from v represents a natural measurement of the change in 
direction of propagation and polarization of the plane wave at different 
points of space due to the curvature of space. The change in general will be 
non-zero, and will depend on the bias chosen. If the direction u of 
propagation at the origin is tangent to the geodesic joining the origin to z 
then u and u will be unchanged at z in either bias. 
Next we return to the problem of expressing the solution to (2.9) with 
initial data (2.11) in terms of the initial data. This is easily accomplished 
once we have solved the Cauchy problem for the l-form wave equation 
(2.10) with side condition *d “E = 0. Indeed suppose P, is an operator on l- 
forms satisfying *d *E = 0 such that u = P,E, solves (2.10) with u(x, 0) = 0, 
(a/&) U(X, 0) = E, . Then 
E=P,*dH,+$P,E,,, 
H=-P,*dE,+;P,H, 
(2.20) 
is easily verified to solve (2.9) with initial data (2.11). 
We will construct P, working in the 4-space picture. As we have already 
observed, each l-form satisfying *d *E, = 0 is an integral of terms given by 
(2.2), and for each fixed y, E,(x, y) is an integral of terms given by (2.1) say 
E,(x, y) = .i$ IsI [x, t] -l+ip KY, ~7 P) du dp. 
Now by the Fourier inversion formula for M3 [3,21] we have 
J%(x, Y) = $j; jw, (js2 [x, 4-‘+ip k <I -‘-ip du E,(z, Y)
and then 
P,E&,4.)=&jomjM3 (jsI [x,S]-'+'~IZ,~I-'-~~~~) 
sin pt 
xE,(z, Y) $+ p p2dp. (2.21) 
The integral over the sphere can be evaluated explicitly. If we define d(x, z) 
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by [x, .z] = cash d(x, z) (this is in fact the geodesic distance from x to z 
in M,) then 
We substitute this in (2.21) and use of the formal Fourier inversion formula 
am I 0 sin pt sin pd(x, z) dp = G s(t - d(% z)) 
to obtain 
P, Eok Y) = & jM3 ‘& $ :;’ Eok Y> d& 
3 
1 
= 47~ sinh t I Eo(z, Y> ds, 9 dCx,z) =I 
(2.22) 
where the element of integration dS, is the surface element of d(x, z) = t 
embedded in M,. This closely resembles the expression for P, in flat space, 
the only difference aside from the metric being that the factor t-’ is replaced 
by (sinh t)-‘. We observe also that the identical argument could be applied 
to the components of the contravariant ensor g(x) in the 4-space picture 
because (2.5’) is of the form (2.1) also. So 
Eo(z) dS, . (2.22’) 
Although the expressions derived for P, are extremely simple, they do 
depend on the coordinate system chosen. In order to obtain a covariant 
expression for P, we should reinterpret he integral of values of tensor fields 
at different points. For each point z on the sphere d(x, z) = t consider the 
unique geodesic joining x to z. Let r(x, z) denote the operation of parallel 
transport along this geodesic of tangent vectors at z to tangent vectors at x. 
Also if v is a tangent vector at z let v = rrTu + YT~V be its resolution into 
orthogonal components rrru tangent to the sphere (perpendicular to the 
geodesic) and rrNv normal to the sphere (parallel to the geodesic). 
LEMMA 2.4. If *d*E, = 0 then 
I?o(z) dS, = 1 
d(x,z)=r 
r(x, z) &o(z) ds, 
d(x.r)=l 
+ cash t 
i 
t(x, z) n$,(z) dS,. 
d(x,z) =f 
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ProoJ: Since everything is invariant under Lorentz transformation we 
may assume without loss of generality that x = (0, 0, 0, l), the origin. If z = 
z*,z*,z3, gqqq is any other point on M, on the sphere d(x, z) = t then 
$m= cash t. The geodesic joining x and z is the curve A --) 
(~z,,~z,,~z,,~~)forO~A~l andN(z)=(]zI-‘~~z,Iz\) 
is the unit normal to the sphere (tangent to the geodesic). Since r(x, z) is 
implemented by the unique Lorentz transformation mapping z to x in the 
plane determined by z and x, it must preserve the tangent space to the 
sphere, r(x, z) 7~~0 = Z,U, and also 
5(x, z)N(z) = (lzl-‘z,O) = Izl && N(z)- & + Ix,z (0~0~0~ 1). 
Since 7rN2, = -[u, N(z)] N(z) ( remember the metric in the 4-space picture is 
--I , 1) this yields 
Thus 
E”,(z) = n,E,(z) + 7r&(z) = t(x, z) ;rr,E,(z) 
+ cash tz(x, z) Y&,(Z) - [E,,(z), N(z)] I z / x. 
Finally when we integrate this identity the last term will vanish because by 
the divergence theorem 
J *E, = d*E,=O dU,z)=t 
and 
J *E, = -[&, N(z)] ds,. d(x,z)=l Q.E.D. 
We may summarize our results as follows: 
THEOREM 2.5. The Cauchy problem for Maxwell’s equations (2.9) and 
(2.11) with data satisfying *d *E, = *d *H, = 0 is solved explicitly by (2.20) 
where the operator P, is given by (2.22) or (2.22’) or 
‘tEdx> = 4X s;nh t1 r(x, z) &,:,(z) dS, 
d(x.z)=r 
cash t . 
+ J 4n sinh t d(x,r) =I r(x, z) q.,&,(z) dS, . 
(2.23) 
In particular, Huyghens’ principle is valid: the solution at (x, t) depends only 
on the data and its derivatives on the sphere d(x, z) = t. 
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3. SPACES OF CONSTANT POSITIVE CURVATURE 
The results here are quite analogous to the case of constant negative 
curvature already discussed, so we shall only briefly describe the essential 
differences. Equations will be numbered analogously. The manifold M, is 
now the 3-sphere, which we realize in the 4-space picture as M, = {x E R4: 
x . x = 1) with the metric inherited from the Euclidean metric on R4. The 
group of isometries G is now O(4), but the stability subgroup K of the origin 
x,, = (0, 0, 0, 1) is again O(3). The representations r, and T, of G on the 
square-integrable O-forms and l-forms on M, can again be identified with the 
induced representations from K to G starting from the trivial and standard 
representations of K, respectively. 
The harmonic analysis of these representations i quite well-known [ 11, 
and is best described in terms of highest weight vectors. The trivial and 
standard representations of K have highest weights (0) and (1) respectively, 
so by the Frobenius reciprocity theorem and the branching theorem [ 1 ] the 
representation T, is the direct sum of representations of G with highest 
weight (k, 0), k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., while T, is the direct sum of representations of G 
with highest weights (k, 0) and (k + 1, l), k = 0, 1, 2,..., with all multiplicities 
one. The decomposition of To is just the familiar spherical harmonic 
expansion of functions on the sphere. Although we will not need it, there is a 
formula analogous to (2. l), (see Sherman [191) 
f(x) = is2 (x * Gk P(U) du (3.1) 
where now r = (u, i) with u a unit the vector in R’ and rp complex-valued. 
The integral may also be replaced by a finite sum. Every spherical harmonic 
of degree k is of the form (2.1), but the function a, is not uniquely determined 
by .f. 
The contribution to the representation T, from the l-forms that satisfy 
6E = 0 will contain exactly the representations of highest weight (k + 1, l), 
since the representations of highest weight (k, 0) already appear in T, as df 
as f varies over the spherical harmonics of degree k, and df is orthogonal to 
the forms satisfying 6E = 0. The realization of the representations with 
highest weight (k + 1, 1) in T, can be given by an expression analogous to 
(2.2), namely, 
E(x, Y> = 1’ (x - Ok((x . NY a v) - (x . V)(Y . 0) du, (3.2) 
. s= 
where r = (u, i) and u E S* as before and q = (V(U), 0), where v(u) E R3 is 
orthogonal to U. Again CJI is not uniquely determined by E, and the integral 
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may be replaced by a finite sum. The representation (3.2) is essentially 
established in [ 13 ] and [ 221. 
Next we pass to the 3-space picture. The coordinates x’, x2, x3 with 
1x1 < 1 form a local coordinate system for half the sphere, say x4 = 
v’w Then 
gjk = q + -25 
1 - 1x12 ’
det g= (1 - 1x1’))’ and g’” = Sj” -2’~~. The l-form E(x, y) = 
6 * OkUx * KY ’ (D) - (x * cp)(Y * 4) in the 4-space picture becomes fG,. in 
the 3-space picture, where in place of (2.6) and (2.7) are 
f(x) = (x . 2.4 + i J1-Tx?-iik (3.6) 
G,,(x) = i d-v + ix ’ ’ 
d-WV 
x + (x * u)v - (x - v)u . 
j 
(3.7) 
The analogue of Lemma 2.1 then says 
(a> *d *(fG,.) = 0, 
(b) *4fG,) = -W + 2)fG,, 
(cl *d *4fGJ = (k + 2)2W,). 
It follows then that the Cauchy problem for Maxwell’s equations (2.9) and 
(2.11) has special solutions of the form 
E = e i(kt 2)1 fG,,, 
fj = ei(k+ 2Uf-3 It’ 
(3.12) 
and 
(3.13) 
and these generate all solutions. We observe that the substitution -u for u 
makes the solutions (3.13), aside from a multiplicative constant, the complex 
conjugates of the solutions (3.12), so we may generate all solutions by taking 
real and imaginary parts of (3.12). This leads to the definition of the plane 
wave solutions with data k, u, v, to, A as in Definition 2.2 in the 3-space 
picture 
E(k, u, v, t,) = Re e i(k+2)(l+b)(X. u + i dw)k 
X ( iGTTv+ d&-xXw 11 . ‘(3 16) 
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H(k, U, U, to) = Re ei’k+2)(f+lo)(x. u + i dm)” 
and in the 4-space picture 
qx, y) = Re(e”kt*)u+Io) (x * Ok((x * MY . (PI - 6 * P)(Y * O))T 
H(x, y) = Re(e i(k+*)(f+fqX * fgk((X * Q(y . ly) - (x * y)(y * Q)), 
(3.16’) 
where r = (u, i), cp = (v, 0), IJI = (w, 0), w = u x u. 
The solution given in the 3-space picture is valid only in the hemisphere 
xq = dw, but the 4-space picture form is valid on the whole sphere. 
Unlike the negative curvature case, the plane wave solutions for different 
choices of data are not independent. In fact for fixed frequency k the space 
of plane wave solutions is finite dimensional. Thus the analogous statement 
to Theorem 2.3 is that the general square-integrable solution to (2.9) is a 
limit of linear combinations of plane wave solutions, but there is no 
uniqueness in the expansion. 
The fact that the frequency k must be an integer seems at first to be a 
significant distinction between this case and the negative curvature case. 
However, it should be remembered that in all realistic examples of elec- 
tromagnetic radiation the frequencies k will be so large that the difference 
between k and k + 1 will be too small to observe. 
It is interesting to ask why we do not have two distinct biases in the plane 
wave description here as we did in the negative curvature case. The truth of 
the matter is that we do in fact have a second bias, but there is a reason to 
perfer the bias I have given. The second bias is obtained essentially by 
replacing the term (x . ok by (x . r)-k. This gives solutions with singularities 
on part of the equator /xl= 1, where x . u = 0. These solutions are not 
square-integrable, but suitable integrals of such solutions are, so these 
second-bias plane wave solutions also serve as generators for all solutions. 
Viewed locally, in a neighborhood of the origin, the two biases are virtually 
indistinguishable, both being approximated by 
E z (cos k(t + t, - x . u))u, 
H =: (cos k(t + 1, - x . u))w, 
where terms of order O(x) and k 0(x*) are discarded and terms of order 
k O(x) are retained. In realistic models the equator is assumed to be quite far 
away, so the singularities of the second bias plane waves are beyond the 
observable portion of the universe. 
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Finally we point out that the chosen “origin” x,, = (O,O, 0, 1) does 
intluence the form of the plane waves. If we subject the plane waves to a 
rotation the result will not be in general a plane wave but rather a linear 
combination of plane waves. The exception is if the rotation preserves the 
origin, or if the rotation lies in the plane determined by x, and (u, 0). We 
could of course have allowed a more general definition of plane wave in 
which x, is allowed to be an arbitrary point of M, ; then ZJ and v are unit 
vectors in R4 orthogonal to x0, < = u + ix, and v, = u. In any case the plane 
waves resemble flat-space plane waves only in a neighborhood of the 
origin x,. 
Next we turn to the Cauchy problem (2.9) and (2.11). Again it is clear by 
inspection that the components of (3.2) are spherical harmonics of degree 
k + 1. This means we again will have a solution of the form (2.20) if we can 
find an operator P, which preserves the l-forms satisfying *d*E = 0 and 
such that ZJ =P,E, solves the wave equation (2.10) with Cauchy data 
U(X, 0) = 0, (a/at) u(x, 0) = E, (where E, satisfies *d *E, = 0). Furthermore, 
in the 4-space picture P, will be a scalar operator with the property 
P,f = 
sin(k + 2)t 
k+2 f 
iff is any spherical harmonic of degree k + 1. 
Now in fact we claim that for 0 < t < I[ 
@o(x) =&J Eo(z) dS, 
d(x,z)=r 
is the desired operator, where d(x, z) is the distance in M, and dS, the 
surface element on the sphere d(x, z) = t (in this case the sphere is an actual 
2-sphere embedded in R4 and dS, is the actual surface measure). Indeed 
since P, is a spherical convolution operator we must have P,f = m(k + 1) f 
for all spherical harmonics of degree k + 1, and the multiplier m(k + 1) can 
be computed by choosing a particular f and x. If f (z) = (z, + iz4)k+’ then 
f (x,,) = ik+’ for x,, = (0, 0, 0, 1) while 
P,f (xl4 = & 1 f(z,rz*rz3, dm) dS, 
-sinlzI=t 
sin t .2X -Z 
=- 
I I( 472 -0 -0 
sintcosO+icost)kflsinBdBdp 
(i cos t + sin t cos O)kt * =- 
2(k + 2) 
n = ik+, sin(k + 2)t 
0 k+2 ’ 
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This shows the multiplier m(k + 1) = sin(k + 2)t/(k + 2) as desired. We also 
note that the restriction 0 < t < n can be removed by interpreting the sphere 
d(x, .z) = t to be the set of z for which there exists some geodesic of length t 
joining x to z. There still remain the singularities at t = kn, but it is clear for 
example that P,E&) =&(-x), and the solution is periodic of period 2n 
(again for realistic models t = 2n is a very large time). The operator P, also 
arises in other contexts; see [20] for an alternate derivation. 
With this formula for P, the analogue of Theorem 2.5 is valid, and it is 
easily checked that the covariant expression for P, is 
r(x, z> +%,(z) dS, 
-d(x,t)=t 
cost . 
+- 
4x sin t . d(x.r) = t 
z(x, z) R,,,&(Z) dS,. (3.23) 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It is well-known in the theory of partial differential equations that a 
solution to the Cauchy problem for the homogeneous differential equation 
leads to a solution to the Cauchy problem for the inhomogeneous differential 
equation. Let us examine briefly the situation in the present context. 
Consider first the inhomogeneous wave equation for l-forms 
a2E 
atz + (*d*d - d*d*)E = F (4.1) 
subject to the side condition 
*d*E=O. (4.2) 
We must impose the compatibility condition 
*d*F= 0 (4.3) 
on the data F, since this is an immediate consequence of applying *d* to 
(4.1). In addition we give Cauchy data 
E(x, 0) = E,, GE(x,O)=E, (4.4) 
with again compatibility conditions 
*d*E, = *d*E, = 0. (4.5) 
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The reader may easily check that the method of Duhamel is applicable 
(since P, commutes with *d and preserves condition (4.2)) so the solution 
may be written 
-% 1) =; P,&(x) + P,E,(x) + ft P,-,F(x, s) ds. 
-0 
It is obvious from (4.6) that Huyghens’ Principle is still valid: the solution 
depends only on the values of F(z, S) on the cone 
{d(z, x) = t - s, 0 < s < t). 
The side condition (4.2) cannot be entirely dropped if Huyghens’ Principle 
is to obtain for curved space (in flat-space it is of course dispensible). In the 
case of constant negative curvature, it is not hard to show 
*d*d[x,<]-‘+iP=(l +p*)[~,~]-‘+~~ (4.7) 
from which it follows that 
(4.8) 
is a solution to (4.1) with F = 0. One may further compute 
d[x, t] -liip = (-1 + ip>[x, t] -2+io([x, t][x,y] - Iv, Cl) 
and so 
(4.9) 
~‘(‘exp(i~~t)[x,5]~*+‘“([x,Tl[x,~l - [~,4)f(u,~)dud~ (4.10) 
. . 
for any reasonable function f is a solution to (4.1) with F = 0. The 
appearance of the factor @?? in (4.10) instead of p results in the failure 
of Huyghen’s Principle. It is possible to construct an actual counterexample, 
but we shall not go into the details. For the case of positive curvature the 
analogous expression is 
x 1’ exp(i \/ko t)(x * <)“-‘((x * C)(X * Y) - Y 1 C)f(k, U) du(4.11) 
and the factor dk(k+2) in place of k results in the failure of Huyghen’s 
Principle. 
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Let us consider next the inhomogeneous Maxwell’s equations 
-5 +*dH=j, *d*E=p, 
(4.12) 
I T+ *dE=O, *d*H=O, 
where j is l-form, the current density, and p is a O-form, the charge density. 
The terms j and p are called the source terms, and they must satisfy the 
compatibility condition 
(4.13) 
called conservation of charge. The Cauchy data 
E(x, 0) = E,, H(x, 0) = H, (4.14) 
must satisfy the compatibility conditions 
*a’*&(x) = P(X, 01, *d *H, = 0. (4.15) 
Now the magnetic field H satisfies *d *H = 0 so we obtain for H a system 
of the form (4.1)-(4.5) hence the solution 
H(x, t) = -P, *dE,(x) + $ P,H,(x) + I-’ P,p, *dj(x, s) ds (4.16) 
.O 
with Huyghen’s Principle clearly valid. 
To study the electric field we introduce the l-form 
G(x, t) = 1.’ j(x, s) ds + E,(x) 
.O 
(4.17) 
because conditions (4.13) and (4.15) imply *d*G = p hence 
*d*(E - G) = 0. 
We then compute 
( 
-$ + *d*d - d*d*)(E - G) = *d*dG, 
(E - G)(x, 0) = 0, $ (E - G)(x, 0) = *dH,(x). 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
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Thus we have the solution 
E(x, t) = G(x, t) + P, *dHo(x) t 1’ P,-, *d*dG(x, s) ds. (4.2 1) 
-0 
It is not clear from (4.21) whether or not Huyghen’s Principle is valid, and 
we must leave this question unanswered. 
Finally we discuss the question of higher dimensional analogues. In place 
of M4 we should consider an even dimensional space-time M,, with 
Lorentzian metric, and in place of the electromagnetic 2-form F we should 
consider a k-form F satisfying 
dF=O, 6F=O. (4.22) 
We conjecture that the Cauchy problem for this system satisfies Huyghen’s 
Prihciple. The special case M,, = R’ x M2k-1, where Mlk-, is a 2k- l- 
manifold of constant curvature can be verified by the methods of this paper. 
System (4.22) becomes formally the same as (1.2), where E and H are now 
k - l-forms. For simplicity of notation set m = k - 1. In the negatively 
curved case the manifold M,,,, is the hyperboloid (Ix, x] = 1, xZmt2 > 0) 
in R2m+2, where 
2m+ I 
[x,y] = 1 x’y’ + p+*y*m+* 
./=I 
and the metric is the restriction of -[ , ] to the tangent space to M,, + , . 
There is an expression analogous to (2.2) for the harmonic analysis 
generators of all m-forms E satisfying *d*E = 0. In order to write this 
expression succinctly we introduce the following notation: Let yj be vectors 
in lR2m+2 for j = l,..., m. Then E(x, y , ,..., y,) which is alternating and linear 
in the y variables defines an m-form by restricting each yj to the tangent 
space at x. Let us also write y, = x. Then in place of (2.2) we have 
where {= (u, I), u E R2mt1 a unit vector, o0 = r, ‘pj = (uj(u), 0) for j = 
1 ,..., m and uj(u) E R2m + ’ are orthogonal to u and to each other. The action 
of *d on such a form produces a factor -ip and changes (pj to wj, where (if 
uj are normalized to be unit vectors) we have w, = (wj, 0) for j = l,..., m and 
u, u1,*-*, v,, w, ,..*, w, form a positively oriented orthonormal basis for 
iR*“‘+ ‘. This leads to a generating set of plane wave solutions of the form 
(first bias) 
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EC-G Y ,,..., y,)=~~~~(~+~~+~~g[~~~l)[~~~l-~~d~t~~~j~~l~l~ 
H(x, Y I )...) y,) = (-l)m+ i cos p(t + t, + log[x, <I)[4 ,]-2m (4.24) 
X det{Yj, ~kli 
and then to a solution of the form (2.20), where now P, is of the form 
P&(x, YI ,..., J%l(z, YI ,***1 Y, ) dSZ (4.25) 
for an appropriate differential operator Q(r, a/at) of order m - 1. 
In the case of positive curvature M,,, , is the sphere x . x = 1 in iRZmt2 
and the analogue of (4.24) is 
J% Y , ,..., Y,> = We i(k+m+l)(fffo)(X. ok &t{ yj . pk}), 
H(x, Y, ,..., y,)=Re((-l)“+’ ei~ktmt’)(~tfo)(~~ c)kdet{y,i. vk}), 
(4.26) 
where now <= (u, i), and again the solution is of the form (2.20) with P, 
given by (4.25) with a different Q. 
We omit the details (the essence of the harmonic analysis may be found in 
1221). 
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